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https://syncedreview.com/2021/02/04/cmu-researchers-explore-crazy-idea-of-
automating-ai-paper-reviews/

the system also tends to generate non-factual statements in its paper assessments

• Decisiveness: A good review should take a clear stance, selecting high-quality submissions for publication 
and suggesting others not be accepted.

• Comprehensiveness: A good review should be well-organized, typically starting with a brief summary of the 
paper’s contributions, then following with opinions gauging the quality of a paper from different aspects.

• Justification: A good review should provide specific reasons for its assessment, particularly whenever it 
states that the paper is lacking in some aspect.

• Accuracy: A review should be factually correct, with the statements contained therein not being 
demonstrably false.

• Kindness: A good review should be kind and polite in language use

the most frequently mentioned qualities of a good review: 

https://syncedreview.com/2021/02/04/cmu-researchers-explore-crazy-idea-of-automating-ai-paper-reviews/
https://syncedreview.com/2021/02/04/cmu-researchers-explore-crazy-idea-of-automating-ai-paper-reviews/
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Uses BART, a denoising autoencoder for pretraining sequence-to-
sequence models

Code: https://github.com/neulab/ReviewAdvisor 

Paper: https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.00176.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1910.13461.pdf
https://github.com/neulab/ReviewAdvisor
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2102.00176.pdf
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You've probably never wondered what a knight 
made of spaghetti would look like ... 

https://www.wired.com/story/ai-go-art-steering-self-driving-car/

DALL-E paper & code are not available
Original blog article (Jan 5): https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/

DALL-E: a 
version of a 12-

billion param 
GPT-3 

outputs: mashups from 
text input


inputs: images and descriptions

https://www.wired.com/story/ai-go-art-steering-self-driving-car/
https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
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DALL-E is based on CLIP (Contrastive Language–Image Pre-training)

   which is based on 

• zero-shot transfer, 

• natural language supervision, 

• multimodal learning.


Paper: https://cdn.openai.com/papers/
Learning_Transferable_Visual_Models_From_Natural_Language_Supervision.pdf


Code: https://github.com/openai/CLIP

(not fine-tuned to the lower 2 datasets)

https://openai.com/blog/clip/

What: Predict novel image class  
(zero-shot) based on word embedding

Why: Useful for searching databases of 
image and video content (e.g., when 
developing self driving cars)

https://cdn.openai.com/papers/Learning_Transferable_Visual_Models_From_Natural_Language_Supervision.pdf
https://cdn.openai.com/papers/Learning_Transferable_Visual_Models_From_Natural_Language_Supervision.pdf
https://github.com/openai/CLIP
https://openai.com/blog/clip/
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https://openai.com/blog/clip/

https://openai.com/blog/clip/
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https://www.eleuther.ai/projects/gpt-neo/

Training on "The Pile," an 825 GB language modeling dataset from various sources (YouTube, PubMed, etc.)

https://www.eleuther.ai/projects/gpt-neo/
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https://www.oreilly.com/radar/where-programming-ops-ai-and-the-cloud-are-headed-in-2021/

https://www.oreilly.com/radar/where-programming-ops-ai-and-the-cloud-are-headed-in-2021/
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https://ai.facebook.com/blog/teaching-ai-to-manipulate-objects-using-visual-demos/

model-based inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) — 
using visual demonstrations on a physical robot

Code: https://github.com/facebookresearch/LearningToLearn

This work on training a 
visual dynamics model 
using self-supervision 
techniques provides an 
important test bed for 
us to push self-
supervision forward

https://ai.facebook.com/blog/teaching-ai-to-manipulate-objects-using-visual-demos/
https://github.com/facebookresearch/LearningToLearn
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MATTERS ARISING NATURE BIOTECHNOLOGY

Our aim here was not to argue which algorithm, t-SNE or UMAP, 
is more suitable for single-cell studies. Once informative initialization 
is used, the two algorithms appear to preserve the global structure 
similarly well, and modern implementations of the two algorithms 
work with similar speed (the widespread opinion that UMAP is much 
faster than t-SNE is outdated: for two-dimensional embeddings, 
FIt-SNE works at least as quickly2,7). When comparing the resulting 
embeddings (Extended Data Figs. 3–6), the most striking difference 
is that UMAP produces denser, more compact clusters than t-SNE, 
with more white space in between. Very similar embeddings can be 
produced by t-SNE with so-called exaggeration, which increases the 
attractive forces by a constant factor2. Future research in machine 
learning is needed to pinpoint the exact mathematical and algorithmic 
origins of this difference12, and future research in single-cell biology 
is needed to decide which algorithm is more faithful to the underly-
ing biological data. It remains challenging to measure how faithful 
a given embedding is, and we believe this is an important topic for 
future work in data visualization for single-cell biology and beyond.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research report-
ing summaries, source data, extended data, supplementary infor-
mation, acknowledgements, peer review information; details of 
author contributions and competing interests; and statements of 
data and code availability are available at https://doi.org/10.1038/
s41587-020-00809-z.
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Data t -SNE, random initialization t -SNE, PCA initialization UMAP, random initialization UMAP, LE initialization

Fig. 1 | t-SNE and UMAP with random and non-random initialization. Embeddings of n!=!7,000 points sampled from a circle with a small amount of 
Gaussian noise (σ!=!r/1,000, where r is the circle’s radius). We used random and PCA initialization for t-SNE (openTSNE11 v.0.4.4) and random and LE 
initialization for UMAP (v.0.4.6). All other parameters were kept as default. For this dataset, PCA and LE give the same initialization. Note that openTSNE 
scales PCA initialization to have s.d.!=!0.0001, which is the default s.d. for random initialization in t-SNE2; similarly, UMAP scales the LE result to have a 
span of 20, which is the value it uses for random initialization.

Table 1 | Performance of t-SNE and UMAP with random and 
informative initialization using datasets and evaluation metrics 
from Becht et al.

Preservation of pairwise 
distances

Reproducibility of 
large-scale structuresa

Dataset Samusik 
et al.8

Wong 
et al.9

Han 
et al.10

Samusik 
et al.8

Wong 
et al.9

Han 
et al.10

UMAP, LE 
initialization

0.70 0.57 0.30 0.94 0.98 0.49

UMAP, 
random 
initialization

0.41 0.38 0.14 0.24 0.21 0.22

t-SNE, PCA 
initialization

0.59 0.66 0.28 0.95 0.98 0.92

t-SNE, random 
initialization

0.32 0.36 0.18 0.29 0.33 0.06

aFor the reproducibility metric, the average over three random subsamples of size n!=!200,000 is 
reported. Bold numbers denote the maximum value in each column.

NATURE BIOTECHNOLOGY | www.nature.com/naturebiotechnology

Article: https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-020-00809-z

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41587-020-00809-z
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Source: https://nlml.github.io/in-raw-numpy/in-raw-numpy-t-sne/


https://nlml.github.io/in-raw-numpy/in-raw-numpy-t-sne/
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https://github.com/scikit-learn/scikit-learn/issues/18018

Discussion and tips for choosing hyperparams and default values:

https://github.com/scikit-learn/scikit-learn/issues/18018

